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Abstract

AnTon is an animatronic model of a hu-
man tongue and vocal tract that will be used
to investigate human speech and articulation
strategies with respect to their energetics.
AnTon will learn to use its articulators effec-
tively by evaluating sensory feedback and the
energy requirements associated with specific
articulatory gestures.

1. Introduction

The use of robots to investigate human behaviour is
common practice in research today. AnTon, the ani-
matronic tongue and vocal tract model, will be used
to clarify the energetics that underlie human speech
production. Energy efficiency is widely assumed to
be a constraint for speech production in humans, but
it is extremely difficult to collect meaningful and pre-
cise data about energy use from humans.

2. Speech variation and articulatory
effort

A large amount of variation occurs naturally in
speech, causing problems for technical applications
(Moore, 2007). It is of interest for the development
of robust speech and language applications to find
suitable models of such variation.

2.1 The H&H theory

The theory of hypo- and hyperspeech (H&H)
(Lindblom, 1990) claims that speakers vary their
speech output on a continuum from hypo- to hyper-
articulated speech. The parameters that govern the
process are information throughput and energy con-
sumption. What makes the H&H theory interesting
for technical applications is the fact that it does not
concentrate on a specific type of variation (e.g. emo-
tional speech), but that it describes a general prin-
ciple that all types of variation should follow.

A drawback of the H&H theory is that it has not
yet been formulated and evaluated in quantitative

terms. AnTon is being developed to serve as a model
of speech articulation whose energy use can be mon-
itored in detail.

2.2 The Lombard reflex

There are many different sources of variation
that cause alterations in the speech signal. A
source of variation that is very well known in
language behaviour science is the Lombard reflex
(Junqua, 1996). It describes the natural reaction of
human speakers to adapt their speech to noise in
their environment. Both increases in loudness and
augmentation of articulatory movements have been
observed as reactions to noise levels that speakers
experienced in controlled experiments.

There are a number of reasons to choose the Lom-
bard reflex as a basis for experiments with AnTon:

• the source of variation is measurable in physical
terms and is easy to control;

• adaptation strategies of human subjects are well
documented and can be used to evaluate AnTon’s
behaviour;

• experiments can be carried out with single speech
sounds instead of long, complicated utterances.

3. Design principle

The construction guideline of AnTon is that the func-
tionality of the model should result solely from copy-
ing human anatomy. The human vocal tract serves
a range of functions, of which speech is not the most
important one. It is probably less energy efficient
for speech production than it could be, were speech
its primary function. In order to investigate human
speech energetics, it is essential to implement the
same topology as in the biological antetype.

The imitation of systems evolved by nature
in technical applications is called ‘biomimetics’
(Bar-Cohen, 2006). AnTon will have access to au-
ditory feedback as well as information about its ar-
ticulatory effort.



The only other contemporary robot that sim-
ulates vocal articulators is the ‘Waseda Talker’
(Fukui et al., 2007). It differs from AnTon in its
functional rather than biomimetic design. The
tongue, for example, is actuated by pistons that
change the shape of the tongue surface. This de-
sign method renders the Waseda Talker less useful
for the investigation of human speech energetics.

4. State of development

AnTon currently consists of a soft silicone tongue
attached to a movable jaw and a fixed hyoid bone.
Tongue and jaw are actuated by servo motors,
the muscles are represented by filaments that run
parallel to muscle fibre orientation in the tongue
(Takemoto, 2001) and along realistic lines of action
for the jaw (Koolstra et al., 1990). There are cur-
rently eleven muscle filaments that represent four of
the major tongue muscles and seven filaments for the
four jaw muscles associated with speech movements
(Vatikiotis-Bateson and Ostry, 1999).

The current model produces realistic jaw opening
gestures, in which the condyle of the mandible ro-
tates and slides forward in the jaw joint, as it does
naturally in humans (Norton, 2007). The tongue
presents a range of forward, backward, and down-
ward movements; upward gestures are limited by the
current lack of a movable hyoid bone and the muscles
connecting the tongue to the soft palate.

The next step in the development process will be
to complete the oral cavity by adding soft palate and
pharynx models. The vocal tract will then be sealed
off by a facial skin, and be ready for first vocalisa-
tion experiments. The long-term vision for AnTon
includes artificial lungs and vocal chords to make
sound production more realistic and include energy
costs involved in breathing and air stream control.

5. Teaching AnTon to speak

AnTon will explore its own vocalisation abilities in
three main stages: babbling, mimicking, and adapti-
ation. During the babbling stage, AnTon will estab-
lish a motor-commands-to-sound mapping, including
information about articulatory energetics.

In the mimicking stage, speech sounds will be pre-
sented to AnTon’s auditory sytem. It will try to
mimick those sounds within a specified tolerance, us-
ing an evolutionary algorithm. Articulatory effort
will be an important factor in the cost function.

The last stage will be to add noise to the auditory
feedback that AnTon receives. This should reduce
the perceived closeness of the sounds it produces to
the targets. New solutions will have to be found that
lie within the specified range of tolerance. According
to H&H theory, these should require more articula-
tory effort.

6. Conclusion

An animatronic model of a human tongue and vo-
cal tract is currently being developed. It will be
used to evaluate and quantify the relationship be-
tween speech variation and energetics. This paper
has given a brief overview over the project’s scope
for the immediate future and how the model will be
used in speech and language research.

The project’s website is:
http://www.dcs.shef.ac.uk/~robin/anton/anton.html.
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